Introduction

Massive or progressive cardiomyocyte loss constitutes the underlying pathogenesis of heart failure, which leads to the increased mortality of a variety of cardiovascular diseases (1).

These devastating conditions result in a comparable or even worse prognosis than do those of common malignancies (2,3). Unfortunately, the adult mammalian heart has extremely limited regenerative potential compared to that of lower
vertebrates, who possess a profound ability to regenerate even in the adult stage (4,5). The idea of replenishing or regenerating injured myocardium has attracted broad interest for decades. After extensive discussion and heated debate, the field has achieved consensus regarding some fundamental principles. In this review, we will focus on the key biomedical findings and underlying principles of cardiomyocyte regeneration.

This review aims to (I) provide an overview of the current literature involved in the controversies regarding the origins of newly formed cardiomyocytes and potential barriers to heart regeneration; (II) summarize the animals, models, and the key methods applied in the study of heart regeneration; and (III) address potential strategies to boost heart regeneration. This review makes a novel contribution to the current literature by detailing the barriers and potential strategies to heart regeneration and offers prospects for future research. We present the following article in accordance with the Narrative Review reporting checklist (available at https://atm.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/atm-22-2649/rc).

### Methods

We searched the PubMed and Web of Science databases for original research and review articles published in English and Chinese languages between January 1990 and March 2022. The following search terms were employed in different combinations: “heart regeneration” or “cardiac regeneration”, “dedifferentiation”, “cell proliferation”, “nuclear reprogramming”, “cardiac injury”, and “cardiac repair”. Articles citing related studies and citations in relevant articles were also examined as potential sources of information. The database resources are summarized in Table 1 and Table S1.

**Spontaneous mammalian cardiomyocyte regeneration**

In the mammalian heart, cardiomyocytes proliferate during the embryonic and early postnatal stages. At the time of birth, the neonatal human heart mainly consists of mononuclear cardiomyocytes and binuclear cardiomyocytes (~30%). Soon after, a majority of cardiomyocytes exit the cell cycle and lose regenerative capacity but still undergo whole genome duplication without cytokinesis, leading to binucleation (6). The ratio of mononucleated and binucleated cardiomyocytes remains nearly consistent after birth. Polyploidization increases significantly in human cardiomyocytes during the postnatal stage, with the proportion reaching over 60% for mononucleated tetraploids in adult cardiomyocytes (4). Terminal differentiation of perinatal cardiomyocytes inhibits cytokinesis, thereby resulting in binucleation and the limitation of regenerative repair after injury. The newly generated cardiomyocytes dramatically decrease within the first few days after birth (7,8). The adult human heart is considered to be incapable of further cell division but grows with hypertrophy. However, a growing body of evidence suggests that cardiomyocytes self-renew at a very limited capacity.

In the adult heart, the extent of cardiomyocyte exchange varies depending on the pathophysiological condition (9). In rodent models, the reported turnover rates of adult...
cardiomyocytes range from 0 to 4.0% annually (7,8,10-12), which increases to a marginally higher level after injury (13). Phosphorylated histone H3 has been identified in the human adult heart up to the age of ~20 years by histological analysis, which implies the existence of mitosis (5). Nevertheless, the basic assumption depends on the presence of cell division or death markers, which may not accurately represent actual cell division or death. Recently, a new strategy based on carbon-14 dating has been applied to study cell generation in experimental animals, revealing for the first time that the renewal rate of cardiomyocytes decreases gradually from 1% to 0.45% from youth to older age. Fewer than 50% of cardiomyocytes undergo turnover over a whole lifespan (4). Using the same approach, Bergmann et al. (14) reported that the renewal rate of cardiomyocytes peaks in early childhood, which is similar throughout both of the ventricles regardless of ventricular configuration and hemodynamic workload. However, despite the cardiomyocytes possessing this apparent renewal capacity, effective proliferation is activated in myocardial infarction (MI). Senyo et al. (11) found that only 3% of pre-existing cardiomyocytes in the infarct zone undergo polyploidization without cytokinesis.

Lessons from lower vertebrate cardiomyocyte regeneration

Certain lower vertebrates, such as fish and amphibians, maintain strong cardiac regeneration throughout their entire lifespan, and the neonatal mammalian heart also possesses the regenerative potential of heart tissue after injury that involves the widespread dedifferentiation and proliferation of cardiomyocytes (15,16). After apical resection in 1-day-old mice, the neonatal heart exhibits robust regenerative potential without hypertrophy or obvious fibrosis. Although myocyte necrosis and collagen deposition can cause some scarring, the tissue is almost completely repaired within 3 weeks with minimal fibrosis in both the MI and the ventricular resection models, and the cardiac function returns to normal 9 months after injury (15).

Controversies regarding the origins of newly formed cardiomyocytes

The origin of newly formed cardiomyocytes after injury is controversial. Among the potential origins are resident cardiac progenitor cells (CPCs) (17-20). Some data support the notion that noncardiomyocyte progenitor cells hardly contribute to new cardiomyocytes in the infarcted zone (21,22). Additionally, genetics approaches have further confirmed that the adult cardiac stem cell population, including c-kit+ cells, seldom gives rise to cardiomyocytes (23). Instead, this population may enhance cardiomyocyte survival and neovascularization via paracrine signaling to improve cardiac function after CPC transplantation (19). Importantly, genetic fate mapping has shown that most newly formed cardiomyocytes originate from pre-existing cardiomyocytes and not CPCs (11,24). Based on these findings, stimulating existing cardiomyocytes could be a potential strategy to regenerating the injured myocardium.

Potential barriers to heart regeneration

As summarized in Figure 1, recent studies have suggested that there are several potential barriers to heart regeneration, including metabolic switch, a considerable increase in multinucleated and polyploid cardiomyocytes, and epigenome and transcriptome alteration (8,14,25).

Polyploidization and the cell cycle

In postnatal mammals, the polyploidization of heart muscle occurs naturally. Cardiomyocytes experience additional DNA synthesis without cytokinesis shortly after birth, resulting in a large number of binucleated and tetraploid cardiomyocytes. The disappearance of regenerative capacity manifests as polyploidization and the loss of cytokinesis (26), as evidenced in murine neonates (15). Moreover, the majority of murine cardiomyocytes undergo hypertrophic growth shortly after birth to meet the increasing needs of circulatory support at the expense of regenerative ability. The rare proliferative cardiomyocyte subpopulation exhibits a hypoxic gene signature, which may determine the cell transformation toward either cytokinesis or hypertrophic growth (27,28). Furthermore, a coronary artery ligation model found that cardiomyocyte proliferation is positively correlated with the number of preinjury mononuclear diploid cardiomyocytes (29).

In the adult cardiomyocytes of zebrafish and newts, the centrosome integrity is maintained but is lost in mammalian neonatal cardiomyocytes. The loss of centrosome integrity leads to the failure of ciliogenesis. Meanwhile, centrosome disassembly is coupled with cell cycle exit, suggesting that in mammalian cardiomyocytes, the loss of centrosome integrity is the basis of the postmitotic state during development (30). Moreover, mature cardiomyocytes without proliferative potential adopt a contractile and...
energetically active state (31,32). From this perspective, the loss of regenerative potential in the adult mammalian heart may be an adaption for higher contractility and increased metabolic activity to meet circulatory demands (33).

**Metabolic switch**

Immediately after birth, the heart experiences a transition from a relatively hypoxic to a normoxic environment. To accommodate this oxygen change, the cardiac transcriptome undergoes extensive remodeling, which involves the shutdown of cell cycle genes and induction of metabolic genes, thereby enhancing oxidative phosphorylation (34). Recent data have shown that oxidative phosphorylation may exhibit a direct role in cell cycle exit in postnatal cardiomyocytes (35). Consistently, cardiomyocyte maturation is accompanied by increased levels of free fatty acids and enhanced fatty acid oxidation, which is in contrast to the glycolysis-dependent process of immature cardiomyocytes (36). Repression of fatty acid β-oxidation metabolism in the infant mouse heart prolongs the cardiomyocyte cell cycle but delays hypertrophic growth and maturation (37,38).

**Transcriptomic reprogramming**

Transcriptomic reprogramming is tuned to facilitate the transition from neonatal stages to adulthood. Intense differences between neonatal and adult myocyte transcription have been observed (6,276 differentially expressed transcripts) (34). Transcriptional networks, which control cell cycle transition and metabolism, are differentially expressed in both neonatal and adult myocytes (39). Moreover, the genome architecture is reprogrammed accordingly, as it is condensed in the regions covering the cell cycle genes and becomes open at the promoter regions of metabolism and contractility with maturation (34). DNA damage related to perinatal oxidative stress and higher oxygen levels may result in cell cycle exit in cardiomyocytes (35). Meanwhile, the cessation of cytokinesis may occur due to excessive oxidative stress (40).

**Epigenetic remodeling**

Epigenetic regulation plays a significant role in the regulation of the transcriptional state during development and cell transformation. Chromatic architecture is generally regulated by histone modifications and DNA methylation (41,42). During postnatal maturation, the lack of chromatin accessibility can limit cardiac regenerative potential after birth. Hence, chromatin modification may need to be overcome to facilitate cell cycle re-entry in adults (34).

The patterns of DNA methylation in cardiomyocytes also exhibit dynamic signatures during cardiac development and
maturation. Cardiac DNA methylation patterns have been reported to have extensive alterations during maturation, which have been identified in a recent genomewide study (43). Transcription factor (TF) binding sites are highly methylated in embryonic stem cells as compared to the demethylation in differentiated cardiomyocytes. Furthermore, the accessibility of genes encoding fetal isoforms of sarcomeric proteins becomes closed, and repressive histone marks are expressed during cardiac maturation. In contrast, genes regulating calcium handling and contraction, including Atp2a2, Myb6, Tnnt2, and Tnnt3, are transcriptionally activated through demethylation from the embryonic to adult stages. The DNA becomes demethylated and obtains histone activation marks, such as H3K27ac, H3K4me3, and H3K4me1. Moreover, a certain number of developmental signaling pathway-related genes are hypermethylated during neonatal heart maturation with transcriptional repression. The removal of hypermethylated land markers inhibits binucleation and promotes cardiomyocyte proliferation in vivo (44).

There are several key epigenetic modifiers, such as long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), which regulate transcription and may play roles in cardiac repair and regeneration (45). For example, Fendrr is necessary for embryonic heart development and cardiac proliferation (46). Myocardial hypoplasia and ventricular thinning, as well as the reduced mitosis of cardiomyocytes, can be caused by the homozygous deletion of Fendrr. In neonatal murine cardiomyocytes, the inhibition of Bubt upregulates fetal cardiac genes (47). This will be an important topic for future investigations that explore the roles of lncRNAs in cardiac regeneration.

Histone acetyltransferases and deacetylases (HDACs) participate in cardiomyocyte proliferation by regulating chromatin accessibility. p300 interacts with critical cardiac TF and then directly acetylates them to enhance DNA binding (48-50). Genetic knockout of p300 leads to proliferation defects, reduced expression of cardiac structural genes, and cardiac structural flaws, such as impaired trabeculation (51). HDACs can promote chromatin condensation by removing acetylation marks and repressing transcription. The deletion of Hdac1 and Hdac2 in cardiomyocytes is related to neonatal lethality and severe cardiac dysfunction (52). Mice without cardiac Hdac3 will die from severe cardiac hypertrophy in the adult stage (53). Conversely, cardiac-specific overexpression of Hdac3 causes enlargement of the heart via excessive cardiomyocyte proliferation (54). However, the precise mechanisms related to histone acetylation and heart regeneration are still undefined.

Inflammatory and immunology

Along with intensive research of diverse species, a popular idea is that immune system evolution in mammals is associated with the loss of regenerative capacity when compared to lower vertebrates (55). Moreover, the proinflammatory function in neonates is impaired. The immature adaptive immune system may provide an immunological environment that is prone to regeneration (56).

To facilitate tissue regeneration after injury, neonate hearts do not mount a robust fibrotic response, but rather a more angiogenic one; meanwhile, adult hearts exhibit the opposing tendency. However, our understanding of the molecular basis underlying the divergent outcomes of the inflammatory or immune response remains limited. Macrophages and their polarization states have been regarded as a central regulator of the tissue healing process. A previous study showed that macrophage depletion in neonates does not influence cardiomyocyte proliferation with reduced cardiac function and angiogenesis after injury (57). The authors further compared the immunophenotyping and gene expression profiling of cardiac macrophages from regenerating and non-regenerating hearts following MI. They found that macrophages from neonatal hearts exhibit unique polarization with no clear bias toward M1 or M2, while macrophages from post-neonatal hearts have dramatically upregulated levels of M2. In addition, macrophages from tissue-resident or circulating monocytes play different roles in the neonatal heart. Resident macrophages contribute to cardiomyocyte regeneration, whereas monocyte-derived macrophages boost the inflammatory response and mediate the lack of reparative activities after injury. The activity of T cells, which belong to the adaptive immune system, also plays critical roles during tissue repair and regeneration (58).

Animals used in the study of heart regeneration

An important question is how to study heart regeneration. Current knowledge regarding heart regeneration is emerging from diverse research avenues that each use distinct species and models. With the development of novel molecular and genetic tools, most barriers to obtaining insights have been overcome. The following section summarizes and evaluates the tools used by the most
popular systems.

**Amphibians**

Urodele amphibians, including newts and axolotls, possess the capacity for heart regeneration. Newts undergo complete regeneration 60 days after resection or mechanical crushing of the lateral ventricles (59,60). An abundant downregulation of sarcomere proteins can be caused by cardiac injury, indicating that the dedifferentiation and proliferation of existing cardiomyocytes are the main sources of cardiomyocyte proliferation. However, these animals’ long breeding cycles and extensive genomes makes their study difficult.

**Zebrafish**

The zebrafish is an ideal model system for molecular genetics. Zebrafish hearts can regenerate after injury induced by apical resection, cryoinjury, cardiomyocyte ablation, or hypoxia reperfusion (61-63). Zebrafish cardiomyocytes adjacent to the injury region experience a fetal transition, involving closed contractile gene transcription, and re-enter the cell cycle. Although collagen deposition can be detected during the regeneration process, permanent scarring is not obvious (26,63).

**Neonatal mice**

Neonatal mice have sound heart regeneration, and little or no residual scarring can be detected at the injury site after apical resection or surgical coronary artery ligation. The regenerative capacity is restricted to the first 7 days after birth (15,24). However, a relatively large injury size induced by a severe transmural cryoinjury leads to be very limited regeneration (64). Neonatal mice are an ideal model for studying heart regeneration and have been explored in depth using multiple advanced genetic tools.

**Neonatal pigs**

Recently, neonatal porcine hearts have been reported to possess the ability to regenerate. New cardiac muscle has been detected in 2-day-old pigs after permanent left anterior descending artery ligation, with functional recovery and without significant fibrosis. In contrast, abundant fibrosis, thinned myocardium, and reduced cardiac function have been observed in 14-day-old pigs with the same injury (65).

Compared to other animal models, such as those involving zebrafish and mice, the neonatal pig model of regeneration is more anatomically and physiologically similar to the human heart. However, the expenses involved in neonatal pig studies are considerably higher, and the tools for genetic manipulation are limited.

**Models used to study heart regeneration**

**Myocardium injury models**

Several myocardium injury models have been routinely used. Apical amputation achieves muscle deletion by direct tissue removal in the apex, causing cell death at the injury site (15). The MI model is routinely created by left anterior descending coronary artery ligation, providing an outstanding ischemic injury model for revealing the molecular and cellular pathways in cardiac regeneration (66). Finally, the cryoinjury model was first developed in 2011 (61,67) and can better mimic MI and the diverse pathological changes involved, such as cardiomyocyte proliferation, massive death, inflammatory response, and reversible collagen deposition.

**Genetic ablation of the epicardium**

Specific cell types can be depleted through targeted expression of bacterial nitroreductase by transferring a nontoxic substrate (metronidazole) to a cytotoxin. Genetic ablation of the epicardium was firstly created using tcf21 regulatory sequences without direct myocardial damage (68). After ablation of over 90% of the epicardial cells with metronidazole treatment, adult zebrafish heart regeneration is substantially compromised, implying that the epicardium plays a critical role in cell communication to initiate cardiomyocyte proliferation.

**Key methods applied to study heart regeneration**

**Genetic fate mapping**

Genetic fate mapping is useful for tracing a targeted progenitor cell population by creating a permanent label. For this purpose, a tamoxifen-inducible Cre recombinase is inserted into a specific regulatory cassette, sometimes with a fluorescent reporter. The fluorescent reporter is normally controlled by loxP-flanked stop sequences (69,70). Comprehensive fate mapping has revealed that c-Kit-expressing cells in injured adult mouse hearts possess a degree of vascular endothelial potential but limited
cardiomyocyte potential (71).

**Carbon-14 dating**

Age class is the core mathematical model used to describe cells. The bomb curve is used to obtain the carbon-14 concentration in the cell population. Bergmann et al. (4) was the first to quantify human cardiomyocyte replication by integrating carbon-14 into DNA during Cold War nuclear testing. However, an increase in polyploidization cannot be ruled out, which may be a confounding factor in study results (14).

**Single-cell omics**

Emerging evidence has shown that cell network and communication play an important role in heart regeneration. Single-cell RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) has the unprecedented ability to dissect cell interactions, identify cell subpopulations with regenerative potential, and describe cell state transition, which may help to answer the central question in this field (72-74). However, single-cell sequencing has some challenges, such as lowly expressed genes and the capture of any noncoding RNA information. A novel sequencing solution may expand the application of single-cell RNA-seq in the future (75).

**Lineage tracing models**

Lineage tracing was developed to track proliferating cells and can be used to mark several cells at a specific time point (76). Mosaic analysis with double markers (MADMs) is a powerful tool of lineage tracing for marking recombination events in both mitotic and postmitotic cells (77). MADMs enables in vivo analysis of gene function with simultaneous labeling and gene knockout at the single-cell level and has been widely applied in cardiac regeneration research (78,79). Another stochastic model for lineage tracing is the rainbow reporter system, which works through fluorophore-mediated cell labeling. The rainbow reporter system has been proven to be a useful lineage-tracing tool for investigating cardiomyocyte proliferation during normal development and in pathological conditions (80-83).

**Quantitative histological analysis of cardiomyocyte proliferation**

The quantitative histological method for assessing the cardiomyocyte proliferation associated with cardiomyocyte counting is a critical technique used in the study of cardiac proliferation. Nucleotide incorporation using 5-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine (BrdU) or 5-ethynyl-2-deoxyuridine (EdU) is widely acknowledged as a reliable measure of cell cycle re-entry and proliferation (84-86). Through the colocalization of mitotic marker pHH3 or S-phase marker proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) with the cardiomyocyte marker myosin heavy chain, proliferated cardiomyocytes with incorporated additional nucleotides can be visualized and quantified via immunofluorescent microscopy (87).

**Strategies to boost heart regeneration**

Animal studies involving increased cardiomyocyte regeneration capacity have provided new insights into strategies that boost cardiac regeneration (as summarized in Figure 2).

**Activation of resident cardiomyocytes**

Recent advances in the field now recognize that CPCs only possess limited regenerative potential, and the activation of cardiomyocytes could be a target for improving heart regeneration. Initially, cell cycle regulation was applied to study reactivated cardiomyocyte proliferation (88-91). The inhibition of Meis1 results in an extended regenerative window in neonates and a reactivation of the cell cycle in adults (92). Hand2, another developmental gene, induces cardiomyocyte proliferation during regeneration by triggering a certain number of DNA replications, little cytokinesis, and consequently, very limited new cardiomyocytes (93). Neuregulin1 (NRG1) is an epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like growth factor binding ErbB4 and ErbB2 receptors. It has been shown that NRG1 plays important roles in maintaining cardiac homeostasis in adult mammals (94,95). The delivery of fibroblast growth factor 1 (FGF1) along with the inhibition of the p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway promotes the repair of the injured myocardium (96). Hippo signaling regulates cardiomyocyte proliferation to control organ size via Yes-associated protein/transcriptional coactivator with PDZ-binding motif (YAP/TAZ) signaling. For instance, YAP overexpression in mouse cardiomyocytes provokes their proliferation and induces cardiomegaly (97). Moreover, the Hippo pathway could be a viable target for regeneration, as regulation of this pathway protein in adult cardiomyocytes by genetic mutation or overexpression can enhance cardiomyocyte proliferation and reduce the injury-
related scar size after MI (95). Agrin, a matrix glycoprotein, is necessary to induce the regeneration of neonatal mouse hearts, and the administration of agrin in adult mice promotes cardiac regeneration following MI injury (98,99).

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) such as miR-590 and miR-199a, which contribute to the promotion of cell cycle re-entry, can also be therapeutic targets for cardiomyocyte proliferation (100). Tao et al. (101) revealed that overexpression of the miR-302-367 cluster in adult cardiomyocytes is sufficient to regenerate the myocardium after MI injury and works via suppression of the Hippo pathway. Similarly, the overexpression of human miR-199a or miR-15 can stimulate cardiac repair in a pig MI model (24,102).

**Induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-induced cardiomyocyte reprogramming**

With the progression of iPSC techniques, iPSC-induced cardiomyocytes could be an important source of cardiac repair. In addition, tissue scaffolds can support vascular cells with or without cardiomyocytes to create cardiac patches with contractility, better mimic cardiac complexity, and improve the survival and maturation of donor cells (103). At present, there are still several challenges to be overcome. The production scale is one such challenge, as the generation of tens of thousands of surviving cardiomyocytes is required for each patient. Another challenge is transient or sustained ventricular arrhythmias, which occur as a result of unsuccessful cell integration. Ventricular arrhythmias can cause cardiac arrest, whereas the implantation of internal cardioverter-defibrillator devices can alleviate arrhythmia-related deaths (104,105).

**Direct reprogramming**

Direct reprogramming, also known as trans-differentiation, is a process that converts somatic cells from one lineage to cardiomyocytes without transitioning through an intermediate pluripotent state. Cardiac fibroblasts have been the major source of converting induced cardiomyopathy (iCM) in vivo (106). Compared to iPSC reprogramming, direct reprogramming exhibits unique advantages in a faster and more efficient way while also enabling the conversion...
of cells in situ without pluripotent transitioning or ex vivo cell expansion (107). Meanwhile, epigenetic marks of the cell of origin, such as aging marks, are maintained.

In 2010, Ieda et al. (106) introduced the TFs Gata4, MeF2c, and Tbx5 into cardiac fibroblasts, which were reprogrammed into iCMs expressing contractile genes in vitro, and successfully transplanted these into infarcted murine hearts. Mouse cardiac fibroblast-derived iCMs in vitro are like neonatal cardiomyocytes, whereas iCMs obtained in vivo are like adult cardiomyocytes with an equivalent transcriptional signature and morphology that can electrically couple with endogenous cardiomyocytes (108,109). It is more difficult to convert human fibroblasts into iCMs. Recently, heart and neural crest derivatives expressed 2 (HAND2) has been listed among the factors that can improve the efficiency of reprogramming (110). Cocktails that efficiently convert human fibroblasts into iCMs also have been identified (111,112).

Profound changes in the epigenetic landscape occur in cellular reprogramming. Combinations of epigenetic modulators with specific miRNAs or signaling pathways inhibitors have demonstrated an ability to efficiently reprogram human fibroblasts to iCMs (107,113,114). Thus, extensive efforts have been exerted to identify potential epigenetic barriers in direct reprogramming (including ICR2, BAF60c, HEF1, etc.), although the mechanism remains unclear (114,115).

### Adjuvant interventions

Promoting neovascularization and modulating the immune environment may further enhance local myocardial regeneration. From a practical perspective, small bioactive molecules or gene therapy may be a promising approach. Indeed, inducing vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) expression by employing modified RNA technology has been found to improve the regenerative response following injury via angiogenesis (116). However, more evidence is still needed for clinical application since the double-blind EUROINJECT-ONE and NORTHERN clinical trials did not show protective effects when VEGF was used (117,118). Given the critical role of epicardial progenitor cells in inducing myocardial growth, epicardium-derived growth factor may be another potential target. Epicardial follistatin-like 1 (FSTL1) is normally expressed in the epicardium; the lack of FSTL1 induces inadequate response to injury, whereas FSTL supplementation effectively inhibits myocardial death and reverses remodeling.

Interestingly, only epicardium-derived FSTL1 (as opposed to myocardial FSTL1) could stimulate the division of cardiomyocytes, indicating that the source of the signaling molecule and post-translation modifications may play a critical role (119). In a genetic ablation of the epicardium model, the epicardium has been considered a prominent source of mitogens (including NRG1, retinoic acid, and Bmp ligands) to promote tissue repair and vascularization (68,94). Intriguingly, intramyocardial injection of NRG1 using microparticles was found to effectively promote left ventricular function improvement following MI in a porcine study, with reduced ventricular remodeling (120).

In addition to promoting neovascularization, immune modulation could be another potential target to enhance the efficacy of heart regeneration therapy. Although inflammation participates in heart repair after myocardial injury, clinical trials of immunosuppressive agents have failed to obtain positive results, suggesting that the inhibition of inflammation alone may not be an effective means of improving cardiac repair (121). Meanwhile, macrophages have been considered a proregenerative factor in numerous conditions (57,122); the ablation of resident macrophages prevents cardiomyocytes and endothelial cells from proliferating and causes myocardial fibrosis, indicating that embryonic-derived macrophages are a key mediator of cardiac recovery (123). Conversely, infiltrated monocyte-derived macrophages have been identified as a proinflammatory factor inducing a lack of reparative activities following cardiac injury. Thus, it is essential to investigate the roles of immune cell subpopulations in heart regeneration.

### Discussion and summary

A few of the prospects for future research on heart regeneration should be mentioned. The generation of reprogrammed cardiomyocytes from human fibroblasts or other cell types will be the next promising strategy for cardiac repair. Ideally, practical cardiovascular regeneration therapy requires better survival of the transplanted iCM to repair the injured myocardium. Moreover, the newly divided cardiomyocytes must couple with the existing muscle to avoid potential arrhythmias. Meanwhile, methods for the transplantation of cardiomyocytes and electromechanical incorporation of local cardiac tissue are also necessary. Importantly, more attention should be paid to the side effects and significant progression of heart regeneration. For instance, the expression of human miR-199a can promote
obvious cardiac repair but also causes severe side effects, such as sudden arrhythmic death, due to repeated delivery and excessive miR-199a expression (102). Therefore, the dosage of this therapy needs to be fine-tuned.

With the progression of biomaterials, there is hope that cardiac arrhythmias can be reduced. Novel imaging strategies for heart regeneration have prospects for the deep exploration of the complex biological effects as evidence of cell cycle re-entry (124). Heart regeneration is one of the most attractive fields in cardiovascular research and provides a promising future for mending a broken heart and reducing the morbidity and mortality of severe cardiovascular diseases. Although some controversies and challenges remain, a clearer picture of adult mammalian cardiac regeneration is emerging.
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### Table S1 Detailed search strategy of the PubMed database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Number of results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([heart regeneration [MeSH Terms] OR [cardiac regeneration [MeSH Terms] AND [cell proliferation [MeSH Terms]])</td>
<td>PubMed</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([heart regeneration [MeSH Terms] OR [cardiac regeneration [MeSH Terms] AND [nuclear reprogramming [MeSH Terms]])</td>
<td>PubMed</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([heart regeneration [MeSH Terms] OR [cardiac regeneration [MeSH Terms] AND [dedifferentiation])</td>
<td>PubMed</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([heart regeneration [MeSH Terms] OR [cardiac regeneration [MeSH Terms] AND [cardiac injury])</td>
<td>PubMed</td>
<td>1838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([heart regeneration [MeSH Terms] OR (cardiac regeneration [MeSH Terms] AND [cardiac repair])</td>
<td>PubMed</td>
<td>4847</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>